As access times to main memory and disks continue to diverge, faster non-volatile storage technologies become more attractive for speeding up data analysis applications. NAND flash is one such promising substitute for disks. Flash offers faster random reads than disk, consumes less power than disk, and is cheaper than DRAM. In this paper, we investigate alternative data layouts and join algorithms suited for systems that use flash drives as the non-volatile store.
INTRODUCTION
With the ever increasing disparity between main memory and disk access times, enterprise applications are hungering for a faster non-volatile store. In this paper, we explore how to leverage one such promising technology, flash drives, for data analysis applications.
Driven by the consumer electronics industry, flash is becoming a practical non-volatile storage technology. Flash drives are ubiquitous in cameras, cell-phones, and PDAs. Major PC vendors are shipping laptops with flash drives. Moreover, flash is starting to make its way into the enterprise market. For example, vendors such as SimpleTech, Mtron, and FusionIO are selling flash-based solid-state drives aimed at replacing SCSI drives and entire disk arrays. But, are flash drives an effective replacement for traditional disks?
Flash drives have several traits that make them attracPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. tive for read-mostly enterprise applications such as web-page serving and search. Table 1 compares flash drives to disks. Flash drives offer more random read I/Os per second (1500 to 100,000 IO/s), offer comparable sequential bandwidth (20-80 MB/s), and use a tenth of the power (0.5 W). Flash is cheaper than DRAM (∼$18/GB) and is non-volatile. Moreover, flash continues to get faster, cheaper, and denser at a rapid pace. In particular, NAND flash density has doubled every year since 1999 [13] . Unfortunately, flash offers little or no benefit when used as a simple drop-in replacement for disk for data analysis workloads in databases. Traditional query processing algorithms for data analysis are tuned for disks; they stress sequential I/O and avoid random I/O whenever possible. Thus, they fail to take advantage of the fast random reads of flash drives.
In this paper, we investigate query processing methods that are better suited for the characteristics of flash drives. In particular, we focus on speeding up scan (projection) and join operations over tables stored on flash. Our algorithms use a mixture of random reads and sequential I/O. When only a fraction of the input (rows and columns) are needed, these algorithms leverage the fast random reads of flash to retrieve and process less data and thereby improve performance.
To make scans and projections faster, we examine a PAXbased page layout [2] , which arranges rows within a page in column-major order. When only a few columns are projected, this layout avoids transferring most of the data while incurring the cost of "random" I/Os to seek between different columns. We explore the tradeoff between row-based and PAX-based layouts on flash experimentally. Our results show that a PAX-based layout is as good or better even at a relatively small page size of 64KB, a size that works well with traditional buffer management.
We then present a new join algorithm, called RARE-join (RAndom Read Efficient Join), that leverages the PAXbased layout. RARE-join first constructs a join index and then retrieves only the pages and columns needed for computing the join result. We show both analytically and using times from our scan experiments that this join outperforms traditional hash-based joins in many practical cases: when join selectivities are small and only a few columns are projected in the join result [6] . Although the specific methods we leverage in our algorithms have been previously studied, motivating their use and applying them in the context of flash storage is our main contribution.
In the next section, we give an overview of flash tech- nology. Section 3 describes our experiments with scans and projections. Section 4 describes our join algorithm and compares it to traditional join methods. In section 5, we present the related work and then we conclude in Section 6.
FLASH CHARACTERISTICS
There are two types of flash available: NAND and NOR. NAND flash is typically used for data storage, and NOR is typically used in embedded devices as a substitute for programmable ROM. Since current solid state drives are typically composed of NAND flash, we focus on NAND. Table 1 summarizes the relevant characteristics of current flash drives compared to disks.
1 Along with the conventional metrics, the table also lists the random I/O rate per dollar (IO/s/$), which measures the drive's price-performance, and the random I/O rate per Watt consumed (IO/s/W), which measures the drive's energy-efficiency. Although flash drives are more costly per gigabyte, they well outperform disk drives on metrics such as IO/s, IO/s/$ and IO/s/Watt. NAND flash is typically organized into blocks of 128KB, which are the minimum erase units, and these blocks are subdivided into pages of 2KB. Once erased, all bits in the block are set to "1". Subsequently, selected bits can be programmed or set to "0" at a finer granularity. There is no generic rewrite option. Thus, unoptimized random writes are slow because they typically involve a read, erase (which is slow), and program.
Currently, most NAND flash is limited to about 100,000 erase-write cycles per block. To avoid premature failure, most flash drives include wear leveling logic that remaps writes to evenly update all blocks. With wear leveling, writing continuously to a 32GB drive at 40 MB/s would cause the drive to wear-out after 2.5 years. Since most drives are not fully utilized, this typically implies a lifespan of 5-10 years, which is acceptable.
SCANS AND PROJECTIONS
Relational scans and projections return some of the columns for some of the rows in a table. Since "seeks" are relatively In this section, we consider the PAX page layout, which is efficient for reading one column at a time but requires a seek to skip over columns. In Section 3.1, we describe the PAX page layout, discuss the drawbacks for using PAX to reduce disk I/O, and show why it is suitable for flash. In Section 3.2 we present our implementation and experimental results that verify the benefits of our approach.
PAX on Flash
Most commercial relational DBMS use a row-based page format where entire rows are stored contiguously, as shown on the left side of Figure 1 . A slot array of 2-byte slots at the end of the page contains pointers to the start of each row. In this example, the table has four columns of sizes 4, 8, 32, and 4 bytes; the row size is 48 bytes. The page size is 64 KB. A full page contains 64 KB / (48+2) bytes = 1310 rows. We ignore page headers here for simplicity.
In contrast, the PAX (partition attributes across) layout [2] creates mini-pages within each page. The rows of the page are vertically partitioned among the mini-pages. Each mini-page stores data for a single column. Each minipage for a fixed-length column is an array of column values with an entry for every row on that page; the ith entry on each mini-page is the column value for row i. Mini-pages for variable-length columns use slot arrays. The right side of Figure 1 shows this layout for the same example table. The 4-byte columns get 64 KB * (4/48) = 5460 byte mini-pages; the 32-byte column's mini-page is 43,680 bytes. Since no slot arrays are needed for these fixed length columns, the page with PAX layout holds data for 1365 rows.
In the original PAX proposal, Ailamaki et al. argued for a PAX layout to improve CPU cache utilization when scanning a subset of the columns [2] . They did not, however, consider a change to disk I/O access patterns. Here, we consider how a PAX layout can be used with flash to reduce total data transferred and thereby improve performance for scans.
With the row-based layout, a scan query that needs only a subset of the table columns must retrieve all of the columns of the table. With the PAX layout, however, a scan query can read only the required columns by "seeking" to the next column's mini-page (when the columns are not adjacent).
When the time spent seeking from one mini-page to the next is less than the time to read the unneeded mini-pages between them, performing the random read (seek) is better.
Enterprise disk drives can read sequential pages at around 100 MB/s and a short seek takes about 3-4 ms. Therefore, a seek to skip mini-pages on disk must skip at least 300-400 KB (100 MB/s × 3-4 ms) to be worthwhile. If mini-pages are 300 KB, then full pages must be multiple MB. However, the "right" page size in a relational DBMS reflects many other factors, such as buffer pool size, buffer-cache hit ratios, update frequency, and per-page algorithmic overheads. Unfortunately, these and other economic considerations [4] lead most commercial RDBMSs to use much smaller page sizes, typically between 8 KB and 64 KB.
Although the PAX layout does not improve read performance for disks, it is worthwhile on flash. The seek overhead on flash is much smaller. For the IDE flash drive in Table 1 with 28 MB/s sequential read bandwidth and 0.25 ms seek time, it makes sense to skip mini-pages of only 7 KB (28 MB/s × 0.25 ms). Full pages can therefore be only 32-128 KB. With a 32 KB (or larger) page, a scan query that projects less than three-quarters of a table will complete faster using a PAX layout. Since mini-pages are not always aligned at page-size boundaries of flash pages; some extra data will be read when bringing a single column into memory. In the next section, we verify these numbers experimentally.
Column stores also partition the table data by columns to allow fast access to a subset of the columns [14] . Our query processing methods apply to such column layouts as well as to PAX layouts on flash. However, a column layout has two important limitations when compared to PAX layout. First, many parts of a traditional database engine, such as the storage layer, I/O subsystem, buffer pool, recovery system, indexes, some operators, and so on, expect and operate on fixed size pages. Thus, a column layout requires touching all these components and effectively redesigning the engine. A PAX layout, on the other hand, only requires reimplementing the storage layer methods that retrieve data from a page, since only the page organization has changed from a traditional row layout, not the page contents. Second, column stores may require multiple I/Os to update multiple columns of a single row. With a PAX layout, only one I/O is needed, since all columns are stored on the same page. We therefore investigate performance with PAX layouts since they involve a less disruptive change.
Experiments
In our implementation, we use tightly packed mini-pages. We read data in multiples of 4 KB, even if the needed minipage is less than 4KB. For our experiments, we modified the code released in [6] , which is a bare-bones high-performance storage manager. This code implements relational scanners on a single-threaded C++ code base, using Linux's Asynchronous I/O capabilities to issue multiple outstanding I/O requests and overlap computation with disk transfer time.
We evaluate a single scan query of the form "select O1, O2, .. from ORDERS where predicate(O1)" in which the predicate yielded 10% selectivity. The ORDERS table is loosely modeled after TPC-H data. We simplify the schema: the table contains eight 4-byte integers for a row length of 32 bytes; we create 60 million rows, for a total table size of about 2 GB. We ran the experiments on the Samsung 32 GB IDE flash drive (from Table 1 ) formatted with the Linux ext3 file-system. The baseline case is a scan of the entire table, which corresponds to the performance of a row store. Figure 2 compares the performance of scans as we vary the number of columns projected for three different page sizes: 32 KB, 64 KB, and 128 KB. For all page sizes, the fewer columns the query projects, the better it performs. The "ideal" curve assumes the true read bandwidth of the IDE drive and no "seek" delays. As we increase the page size (and thus each mini-page read is larger), the overhead of seeking is amortized. PAX pages of 32 KB are as good as the baseline (row layout) case no matter how many columns are read, and better when up to 88% of the data are read. PAX pages of 64 KB always outperform the baseline case and come close to ideal performance.
JOINS
In this section, we show how to leverage the PAX layout to compute joins. We analytically compare a traditional Grace-hash join to a new join algorithm, RARE-join, that incurs additional random I/Os to save total data accessed.
RARE-join
Our new join algorithm, called the RARE-join (RAndom Read Efficient join), has two main conceptual steps.
• It computes a join index by accessing only the join columns of the input tables.
• It adapts Li and Ross' jive-join [10] for PAX layouts on flash. Jive-join uses a join index to compute the join result in a single read pass through the input.
The main idea is to save I/Os by accessing only the join columns and mini-pages holding the values needed in the result rather than the entire input. The savings comes at the cost of increased "seeks" and computing the join index, which we show can be worthwhile when using flash.
To describe RARE-join and illustrate its benefits, we compare it with a well-known hash-based join: Grace-hash [8] . Traditional Grace-hash operates over a row layout. We also include a simple variant, Grace-PAX, which operates over a PAX layout; the underlying scans access only the minipages for columns projected in the result. We analyze two basic modes for these joins: when there is enough memory to compute the join in one pass through the input, and when more passes are needed. We also analyze an important, inbetween mode for RARE-join: when it makes one pass over the input but must materialize the join index.
For each algorithm, we assume that I/O cost dominates runtime and give its costs in terms of the number of I/Os required. We assume that the costs of a sequential read, a sequential write, and a random read are the same. To correct for this simplifying assumption, we adjust the I/O costs in our examples using measurements from Section 3 where possible and appropriate. Table 2 shows the notation that we use for the pseudocode and cost equations.
Symbol Meaning
Fraction of T1 pages needed for computing the join 
One-pass joins
Grace hash can compute the result in one simple pass over the input if a hash-table on T2, the smaller table, can fit in memory, i.e. h|T2| < |M |, It first reads and builds a hashtable on T2. Then it reads T1, probes the hash-table, and spools the results to R. All accesses are sequential and the total I/O cost is simply:
Grace-PAX is better for two reasons. First, it needs less memory to operate in one pass because only the join and projection columns of T2 must fit in memory, h(|J2|+|V2|) < |M |. Second, since it skips the unneeded columns, the total I/O cost is less:
In roughly the same memory as a 1-pass Grace-PAX, a 1-pass RARE-join, shown in Figure 3 , reduces the I/O cost further. RARE-join reads and builds a hash-table on the join column, J2, and row-id, id2. Then, it probes the hashtable with J1. Unlike Grace, it fetches only those minipages necessary to produce the join result. For all matches, RARE-join fetches and pins the mini-pages containing row id2 from V2 and fetches the mini-pages containing row id1 from V1. Since it scans in T1 order, the new V1 mini-pages can immediately replace old ones while the V2 pages are buffered. RARE-join spools the result to R. More precisely, the memory requirement is: h(|J2| + |id2|) + σp2|V2| < |M |, and the total I/O cost is: 
Thus, given sufficient memory for the 1-pass case, RAREjoin outperforms Grace-PAX which outperforms Grace in our cost model. In reality, however, the advantages depend upon the overheads for each I/O of mini-pages and the "page" selectivity. Depending on these parameters, we can adapt RARE-join to make it behave more like Grace-PAX: fetch V2 with J2 or V1 with J1 or both.
More than 1 pass
If there is not enough memory to hold the hash-table on T2 for Grace or on J2 and V2 for Grace-PAX, both degrade into a two pass algorithm. The first pass partitions both tables on the join column such that the runs of the smaller table fit into memory. This pass involves a read and write. The second pass reads each partition into memory and computes the join. Thus, the total I/O cost for Grace is:
and likewise for Grace-PAX:
Most joins will need at most two passes with flash, since the outgoing buffer size can be small, e.g., 64 KB. With 2 GB of main memory, there is room to create 32,000 partitions. Therefore, a two-pass Grace join suffices for T2 up to 65TB, which is much larger than the size of current flash drives.
(1 + ) pass RARE-join
RARE-join has more flexibility than Grace and thereby provides improved performance. If J2 fits in memory, but Figure 6 : Game Table. V2 does not, RARE-join can still compute the result with one pass through the input, but must materialize the join index. This (1 + ) pass RARE-join is shown in Figure 4 .
To illustrate the algorithm, we step through it for the example join query: "select name, team, time from player, game where player.team = game.team;" using the Player and Game tables shown in Figures 5 and 6 . As in the 1-pass case, RARE-join first builds a hash-table on J2 and probes it with J1. Figure 7 shows the hash-table for our example.
The result of probing the table in step 2 is the join index, which has one entry for each row in the join result R. Since the probes occur in J1 order, the necessary V1 mini-pages can be read sequentially and written directly to the result R. Since we use a PAX layout, we write only the V1 columns to R and leave the portion of each page for V2 columns "blank" until step 3. Note, this write pattern for R is efficient on flash since we pay the cost of the erase in this phase and "program" the V2 values in step 3.
Unlike in the 1-pass case, we cannot fit V2 in memory. A simple approach is to read the needed V2 mini-pages on demand. This approach, however, might retrieve the same mini-pages more than once since we generate results in J1 order. Instead, like jive-join, we partition the join index into runs in step 2, so that the V2 mini-pages referenced in each run can fit in memory. Actually, jive join [10] creates sorted runs of the join index, which it then merges so that it can later fetch the rows of T2 sequentially. We borrow from this idea, but observe that, with flash, we need not access V2 in sequential order. We only need to ensure that all values needed from a single page are obtained with one page read.
Therefore, in step 2, we simply partition the join index by the T2 page number (encoded in id2), so all row ids for the same T2 pages go in the same partition. We need not materialize the id1 column of the join index since V1 is streamlined to the result in step 2. Thus, the I2 partitions only contain id2 values and are implicitly in T1 order.
For step 3, the entire set of V2 pages in a partition must fit in memory at once. The number of partitions needed is therefore |V2|/|M | and the partitioning function can be either a hash or range partitioning scheme. We partition R the same way so that in step 3, we can fill in the blank parts of R with corresponding V2 values, one partition at a time. After step 3, we combine the pages from all partitions of R Blue, 3 Red, 1 Orange, 2 → Orange, 3 into a single file simply by linking them together. Figures 8  and 9 show the contents of the partitions in our example and Figure 10 shows the final result table.
Since we need one buffer page for each partition of R and I2 in step 2 and there are at most |V2|/|M | partitions, the memory requirement is h(|J2| + |id2|) + 2(|V2|/|M |) < |M |. The total I/O cost of all three steps is:
Combining the previous two equations, RARE outperforms Grace-PAX when:
The left hand side is savings from reading the join columns and only the needed mini-pages of V1 and V2 once instead of three times. This savings must outweigh the additional cost of materializing and reading the row-ids id2 from the join index. We illustrate the potential benefits of RARE-join with the following example. Suppose T1 and T2 each have 8 columns of 4 bytes and the join result contains only 3 columns from each, i.e. 5 total with the common join column. Let T1 and T2 contain 256 million rows (8 GB) apiece. Further suppose half the rows in T1 each match one row in T2 and the page selectivities are 1. Also, assume a system with 2 GB of memory. We can then estimate the savings using the performance numbers from Section 3 as follows.
Both V1 and V2, which hold two columns, are 2 GB, and J1 and J2 are 1 GB each. This setup puts Grace-PAX in the two-pass mode and RARE-join in the (1 + ) pass mode. Assuming row-ids are 4 bytes, R and I2 each will have 128M rows and be 2.6 GB and 512 MB, respectively. Assuming we use 64 KB pages, reading J1 (one column) takes 55.1 s, reading V1 (two columns) takes 86.5 s, and reading J1 + V1 (three columns) takes 117.8 sec; the transfer times are the same for J2 and V2. Note, these account for the mini-page "seek" overheads as measured in Section 3. We estimate that writing R takes 91.4 s and one pass through I2 takes 18.3 s. Therefore, Grace-PAX will take 3(117.8 × 2) + 91.4 = 798.2 s while RARE-join will take 2(55.1 + 86.5) + 91.4 + 2 * 18.3 = 411.2 s, a savings of 387 s or speedup of 1.94x. The savings from making only a single pass through the input is 423 s, and the penalty for reading and writing the join index is only 36.6 s. (1 + ) pass RARE, end: Result, R steps 1 and 2 are similar to those in Grace-hash join. RAREjoin hash partitions the join column of both tables so that each J2 partition can fit in memory. In step 3, it computes and materializes the join index < id1, id2 > for each partition. Note that within each partition, the join index is ordered by id1.
Two-pass RARE-join
In step 4, RARE-join merges the partitions of JI into T1 order and fetches the needed projection columns V1. It spools the result and id2 values to partitions of R and I2, as in the (1 + ) pass algorithm. Then, step 5 is the same as step 3 of the (1 + ) RARE algorithm. Note, the join index is exactly twice the size of I2, since it contains id1 and id2. Again, RARE-join fetches only the needed mini-pages of V1 and V2, but makes multiple passes over the join columns. The total cost is therefore 3|J1| + σp1|V1| + 3|J2| + σp2|V2| + |R| + 6|I2|.
Two-pass RARE-join therefore beats two-pass Grace-PAX when
The left hand side is the savings from only accessing the needed pages of V1 and V2 once instead of thrice. The right hand side is the penalty for materializing and passing over the join index multiple times. We again illustrate the savings from RARE-join with an example. Suppose T1 and T2 have the same schema as in the previous example but are four times larger, 32 GB each. Also, consider the same join query as above with the same row and page selectivities. In this case, J1 and J2 are 4 GB each, and V1 and V2 are 8 GB each. These input sizes place both RARE-join and Grace-PAX in the two-pass mode. The result has 512M rows, with 5 attributes of 4 bytes each. Thus, R is 10.2 GB and I2 is 2 GB. Assuming the same performance as above, reading J1 (one column) takes 220 s, reading V1 (two columns) takes 346 s, and reading J1 + V1 (three columns) takes 471.2 s. We estimate writing R takes 366 s, and one pass through I2 takes 73.1 s. Therefore, Grace-PAX will take 3(471.2 × 2) + 366 = 3193 s while RARE-join will take 3(220×2)+(346×2)+366+(6×73.1) = 2817 s, a savings of 376 s or speedup of 1.12x. The penalty for I/O on the join index was 439 s, but the savings from making only one pass through the projected columns was 815 s. A more selective query would only improve the RARE- join performance relative to Grace-PAX. Extending RARE-join for more passes is analogous to extending Grace-hash, so we omit the description here.
Discussion
Although we believe our cost model is sufficient to highlight the potential benefits of RARE-join, we still need to implement and measure its benefits. We need to measure its true performance and map out the tradeoffs in comparison to Grace, Grace-PAX, and more sophisticated variants of hash-based joins. There are a number of complicating factors that might affect performance. For example, our analysis ignores CPU costs, underestimates I/O overheads, and ignores the fact that sequential writes on flash are slower than sequential reads.
A disadvantage of RARE-join, similar to jive-join, is that the join results must be materialized. For some data analysis functions, such as computing materialized views, this is not an issue. However, when used in a pipelined query plan, the above comparison is unfair. In that case, we need to penalize RARE-join with the cost for reading and writing R. Even so, RARE-join can be more efficient if the join result size or selectivity is sufficiently small.
Nonetheless, there are still opportunities to improve RAREjoin. The hash-table on the join column could use compression for duplicate values. We could modify the algorithm to pipeline results better at the cost of additional I/Os. As Hybrid hash join does, we could potentially use available memory more effectively on the first pass through the data. We would also like to consider adapting other join algorithms, such as index-nested loops join and sort-merge join, for PAX layouts on flash.
RELATED WORK
We briefly review recent work on using flash in databases. Graefe [4] revisits the five-minute rule in the context of flash and suggests that flash serve as the middle level of a 3-level memory hierarchy. Given current technology, this analysis shows that 32KB is too small for pages stored on a SATA disk and fairly large for pages stored on NAND flash. He lists several potential uses for flash, some which treat flash as an extension of memory and others that treat it as a faster disk. Graefe [5] also considers sorting over flash, although that paper is primarily concerned with improving memory utilization and robustness rather than with improving sort performance. In contrast, we focus solely on query processing over flash. For the future, we should consider adapting our methods to a 3-level hierarchy.
Lee and Moon [9] also present new variants of standard database algorithms that are adapted for the characteristics of flash. They consider techniques for updating rows in pages on flash. To avoid random writes, their approach logs updates to database pages in a clean "log" section at the end of each flash erase block rather than applying the updates in place. Once the log section is exhausted, they relocate the entire erase block and apply the updates. This approach amortizes the cost of the erase over multiple updates.
Next, we outline previous ideas that we adapted for query processing on flash drives. Ailamaki et al. [2] proposed the PAX database page design to improve the cache performance of TPC-H queries rather than to save on disk I/O. Reading only the relevant columns for each query is the central theme of column-oriented DBMSs such as C-Store and MonetDB [3, 14] . These systems reportedly perform well on certain types of queries [1, 6] , using traditional disk drives. For example, Harizopoulos et al. [6] show that a carefully designed column store can out-perform a row-store for readmostly workloads. Further, Abadi et al. [1] look at join processing over column layouts. As mentioned earlier, we can easily apply our algorithms to column stores on flash and provide similar benefits as with PAX. We, however, focus on a PAX layout since it imposes less disruptive changes to traditional database architectures. Moving to a flash storage and using the PAX page layout blurs the line between column-stores and row-stores. Like us, Zhou and Ross [15] use a scheme similar to PAX, called MBSM, that co-locates column values in blocks within larger "super-blocks" to reduce I/O. They optimize their methods, however, for traditional disks rather than flash.
Li and Ross [10] present efficient join algorithms, jive-join and slam-join, that leverage a join index and stores the results in a column-oriented format. We modify the jive-join by streamlining it with join index creation and by avoiding the unnecessary steps used to optimize disk accesses. To make disk I/Os sequential, jive-join sorts the join index before fetching the matching pages from the inner table and re-orders the returned tuples to match the order of the outer. Although this difference does not affect total data transferred, it introduces additional CPU overheads which can be important.
Some have also explored the energy-efficiency benefits of flash. Rivoire et al. [11, 12] show that using flash can improve the energy-efficiency of database operations like sort. Kgil and Mudge [7] employ flash for a buffer cache for webservers to reduce their energy use.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present techniques for making core query processing operations, i.e. scans and joins, faster when using flash. Our techniques rely on using a PAX-based page layout, which allows scans to avoid reading columns not needed for the query. A PAX layout works well for flash drives since they offer much shorter seek times than traditional disks. We then present a join algorithm, RARE-join, that leverages the PAX structure to read only the columns needed to compute the join result. Roughly speaking, RARE-join first computes a join index by retrieving the join-columns and then fetches the remaining columns for the result. We show that RARE-join using a PAX layout beats traditional hash-based joins when few columns are returned and the selectivity is low.
Several directions suggest themselves for future work. Obviously, additional measurements on new hardware is an ongoing task. We also plan on studying scan and join performance on flash for generalized vertical partitioning, e.g., storing first name and last name together rather than separately. In addition, we plan on investigating merits and issues of RARE-join in complex query execution plans, e.g., pipelining and scheduling in bushy plans, memory management, and materialization of intermediate results. Finally, in addition to strict performance metrics, we plan on reviewing the new techniques with respect to energy efficiency as well as robustness of performance under adverse run-time conditions, e.g., errors in cardinality estimation, distribution and duplicate skew, and memory contention. We expect that steps in these directions will speed the eventual adoption of flash in enterprise systems.
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